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Please note: Prices may change.

LOUNGE PRODUCT SHEET
Model Name: SONIA
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Code
Ending

4ER

Configuration

Seats

B
Protection (B/S)

C
Performance
(C/S)

** 2.5S WITH 2 ELE MOTIONS
3

CM
wxdxh

5XE

196x96x98
** 2.5R-ELECTRIC + ELE RECLINER + ELE RECLINER
5

CM
wxdxh

CE

** 3 SEATER WITH 2 ELECTRIC RECLINERS
3

CM
wxdxh

ER

242x96x98
** ELECTRIC RECLINER CHAIR
1

CM
wxdxh

QE

100x96x98
** 2 SEATER WITH 2 ELECTRIC RECLINERS
2

CM
wxdxh

160x96x98

Please Note: Dimensions quoted on this document are approximate and may vary slightly from the actual product
All diagrams on the sheet are only provided as an approximate representation of the footprint of the lounge and are in no way intended to represent the actual shape of the lounge.
** Electric recliners require 240v mains power

Construction

Additional Comments

COVER TYPE: 100% Leather

GROUP COMBINATION:

COVER DESCRIPTION & OPTIONS:

2.5RRE+RE+RE (5XE = 4ER + ER + ER)

CAT B - Protection Leather
CAT C - Performance Leather

MAXIMUM WEIGHT RATING FOR SINGLE RECLINERS IS 160KG.

FRAME: Brazilian timber & Plywood
BACK CUSHION: Siliconised polyester fibre fill
SEAT CUSHION: Pocketed Coil Spring & PU Foam with Polyester Fibre
SEAT SUSPENSION: Individually Pocketed Coil Spring with No-sag Spring and Polyester Fibre

PLEASE NOTE:
* Siliconized polyester fibre fill which is a polyester filling developed to aid in
preventing allergies, bacteria & dust from attaching to the filling.
It is a synthetic fibre that is treated with a silicate material which stiffens the
polyester fibres making them more resistant to bacteria & the accumulation of
dust.The fibres dry up the cells of the dust/bacteria as it comes in contact with the
filling.
- This filling is considered anti-microbial & hypo-allergenic, resists mould
& mildews and also holds its shape better. This filling is sensitive to heat,
so please keep away from heaters or open fires.

* Individually pocketed coil spring suspension with polyester fibre.
- This means pocket springs are individually housed in their own fabric pockets
which allows them to work independently
- Good choice if 2 users of same sofa vary considerably in weight
- Was introduced in the mattress industry years ago but now is popular in
furniture as a more “advanced” seating
Pocket springs only react to the pressure & weight which is applied directly to each
one giving great support & maintaining shape of cushion

It is REACH compliant (see stamp) and more information on Nick Scali
website.

Refer to Nick Scali website for Reach Compliance information

